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Abstract
Using a Design-based research approach, a learning module has been developed in
collaboration with subject matter experts for continuous education in sexology. Its main
feature is a video of an interview, played by actors, that introduces learners to the specific
structure and particularities of such an interview. Text captions appear during the film that
focus the learner’s attention to the main dimensions of the interview. They are linked to
reflection pages with interactive exercises on these subjects.
Based on adult learning and constructivist theories, a non linear structure allows for a very
flexible navigation in the module. This pedagogical scenario allows individualized learning
processes adapting to very different learner profiles.
The module has been developed in three iterative cycles, each being thoroughly analyzed
regarding usability and learning experience. Test users were quite representative of an aim
public of highly educated professionals of the medical or paramedical field. Tests were
conducted in real life settings. Results were integrated into the following step and the final
version is a learning module that is close to a quality allowing online publication. Analysis of
usability showed no major problems. The non linear structure was well accepted and
satisfaction of the test users was good. This research also allowed identifying several design
rules.
Staying close to the real life situation of continuous education in sexology, this research
allowed first observations of the usability, acceptance and learning effectiveness of an
innovative learning module that combines interactive video with a non linear structure.

Résumé

Suivant une approche de recherche en développment, un module eLearning destiné à la
formation continue en sexologie est créé en collaboration avec des experts. Il est basé sur une
vidéo montrant une consultation fictive de sexologie qui permet une introduction aux
particularités de cette consultation. Au cours du film, des mots-clé apparaissent qui dirigent
l’attention de l’apprenant vers les dimensions principales à adresser. Ces mots-clés sont en
lien avec une page de réflexion et des exercices autours de ces dimensions.
Correspondant aux théories de l’apprentissage des adultes et au constructivisme, le module
adopte une structure non linéaire qui permet une navigation extrêmement flexible et un
scénario pédagogique individualisé.
Le module a été développé en trois cycles itératifs. Chaque cycle comprend une analyse de
l’utilisabilité ainsi que de l’expérience d’apprentissage. Les utilisateurs test correspondent
d’assez près à un publice cible de professionnels de la santé. Les test ont eu lieu à leur place de
travail. Les résultats ont chaque fois été intégrés dans le développement, et la dernière
version du module est proche d’une qualité permettant une publication en ligne. Les analyses
d’utilisabilité n’ont identifié aucun problème majeur et la structure non linéaire a été bien
accueillie. La satisfaction est bonne. Il a été possible de définir plusieurs règles de design.
Tout en se situant dans une situation réelle de formation continue en sexologie, cette
recherche est une première exploration de l’utilisabilité, l’acceptabilité et l’efficacité
pédagogique d’un module innovant contenant une vidéo interactive et structuré de manière
non linéaire
5

1 Introduction
Objectives of the research
The objective of this research is to develop and evaluate a non linear eLearning module
containing interactive video. The module is an introduction to the specific
communication and interviewing skills needed for a sexology interview.

The module is developed in cooperation with a society promoting sexology
(Swissexology) and the sexology consultation of the University Hospital in Geneva. Its
pedagogical objectives are a sensibilization on the specificity of the medical interview in
sexology. The video as well as the specific content and references were elaborated with
members of the sexology consultation of the University Hospital in Geneva, some of
them having also experience in teaching the subject.

This research project follows a design-based research approach. Starting with a
prototype, the module is being tested in iterative cycles during which the prototype is
further refined and adapted to the observations made, focusing on efficiency,
acceptability and effectiveness of the module. At each development cycle, the module is
analyzed thoroughly for usability and interactions with the learner. This should allow to
see how such a module is accepted by the target public and eventually to identify design
rules for this kind of application. This is of great interest because training in continuous
medical education today is only at the beginning of the development of distance
education tools. To our knowledge, to this date there has not been a similar concept or
training material integrating interactivity, video with captions and sensibilization to a
specific kind of medical interview.
First reflections on a non linear, interactive module that includes video were made
during our first year at the Master of Learning and Teaching Technologies at the
University of Geneva. In different courses, Johann Lüthi and I have developed several
prototypes and drafts around this topic.

Context
At the university hospital of Geneva (HUG), a postgraduate course to obtain a
« Certificate of Advanced Studies in Clinical Sexology » is offered since 2001. (“CAS
Sexologie clinique” 2011). It is a 25 credits course with a final exam and a master. The
course is interdisciplinary with participation of medical faculty, faculty of psychology,
educational sciences and literature.
The public are professionals that regularly deal with people suffering from sexual
disorders and wishing to improve their clinical and theoretical understanding of this
6

subject. The participants are mainly healthcare professionals like gynecologists,
urologists, midwifes but also psychologists, social workers or marital counselors.

Clinical sexology as it is taught at the University of Geneva takes an interdisciplinary
approach to broaden and deepen the understanding of sexuality. It deals with its
psychological, medical, legal, sociological, cultural and ethical aspects. There is an
emphasis on clinical and therapeutic knowledge.
To be able to help persons with complaints related to sexuality, a sexologist must make a
systematic assessment of the many factors involved with sexual function: Physical
health, psychological health and psychiatric disorders, knowledge about medication and
its side effects as well as toxicology and addictive behaviors. A systematic exploration is
very important since many physical or psychiatric disorders first show symptoms
related to the sexual function. Furthermore, the family background and relationships
and the specific sexological history of the patient must be addressed.
Thus, multidisciplinarity is inherent to the sexological field as well as a sound clinical
background, a systemic view, and the ability to address sensitive topics with the patient
in a professional way.
The Swiss Society of Sexology is the only society for sexual medicine in Switzerland
(“Swiss Society of Sexology,” 2011) . It is a national association of physicians and health
professionals that has been created in 2008. The association promotes sexology at a
university level as a scientific discipline and aims for the highest standards of care with
regards to clinical practice, research, prevention and education.
Swissexology is at the origin of this module development but there is no precise and
defined order for a training module or a specific application planned. Most experts
involved in this research project are members of the society. Relating the project to an
organization outside the university hospital or the teaching structure of the certificate
for clinical sexology gives it some independence. Also, Swissexology could make a
finalized eLearning module available to its members on its website. Thus the context of
use for this module will be self-learning of practitioners wishing to learn about the
sexology interview.
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2 Theoretical background
This chapter explores the theoretical roots of this research. Several dimensions have to
be explored: Pedagogical theories offer a framework for dealing with highly educated
adult learners and a complex topic; research on video and interactivity helps to find
ways to design a module that makes it easy for the learner to interact with the video;
Exploring the field of continuous medical education helps focusing the development on a
specific teaching domain and a particular public; finally, a module concept integrating all
these factors is presented.

2.1 Adult learning

Andragogy, a pedagogy specific to adults, has been explored as a field of research since
the seventies (Knowles, 1978). Knowles is one of the first researchers to explore this
often controversial field (Burge, 1988). According to him, educational programs for
adults must be explicit about the aim of the learning objectives, they must be
experiential and task-oriented and of immediate value (Huang, 2002).
In the field of adult education, this view is closely related to the constructivist paradigm
that has been defined by several pedagogists and that states that learning is an active
process of constructing or restructuring knowledge. Piaget did not posit a theory
specific to adults, but many of his statements regarding the construction of knowledge
exceed the originally described four stages of cognitive development in children. His
approach is part of many developments in adult learning and lifelong learning research
(Bourgeois, 2008). Another still standing and well worn learning theory of
constructivism is Bruner’s discovery learning theory that states that active inquiry is the
most efficient way to learn (Bruner, 1966) . This view is basis for learning models like
problem-based learning that are widely used in adult education. Collaboration and social
interaction is part of a learning adult’s daily life and can be an important factor of
constructing knowledge. Vygotsky has thoroughly explored and underlined how
important it is to learn with and from others (Vygotsky, 1978)
Self-directed, active learning (Merriam, 2001) does not suit only adults, but concepts
like discovery learning, problem-based learning and self-motivation are often used in
medical education and are highly pertinent when reflecting on the design of a distance
education training material in this field (Burge, 1988; Huang, 2002).
Closely linked to adult learning, continuous education is also called life-long learning
and is focused on learning after school instruction and a first qualification. Contributors
such as Cross (Cross, 1981) have described the link between life-long learning, the
learner’s experience, and the characteristics of aging learners.
Adults are also the main focus for Rogers (Rogers, 1969) His theory of experiential
learning emphasizes the importance of direct confrontation with relevant information
that is of personal interest to the learner.
In the medical field, continuous education is a condition and requirement and education
8

extends over the lifetime of the individual. Continuous education has become mandatory
for Swiss physicians since 2000 (Hesse, Staeger, & Pécoud, 2005).

2.2 Video and interactivity

In the last 10 years, technical developments in computer power and internet bandwidth
have brought new possibilities to use the video tool for learning and teaching in more
interactive ways. Internet made it easier to create an active learning with videos with
training material that offers more possibilities for an intervention of the learner into the
flow of the video. Higher interactivity has been shown to be beneficial for the motivation
and learning outcome (Stephan, 2010).
The term interactive video though is not precise. It tells if a video is interactive but not
how interactive it is (Rhodes, 1985; Stephan, 2010) . Interactivity could mean being able
to start, pause, rewind the video (reactive interactivity); it could allow the learner to
control the structure OR the content of the video (coactive interactivity); it also could
give the learner control over content AND structure of the video (proactive
interactivity).
User control
of structure

Extended
Limited

COACTIVE
REACTIVE
Limited

PROACTIVE
COACTIVE
Extended

User control
of content

Source: Rhodes 1985

Access to web-based information and to communication tools allowing feedback and
interaction with a tutor or with peers adds a dimension to the interactivity. It becomes a
transactive type of interactive video (Rhodes, 1985). The project presented here is
closest to a proactive type of interaction with the video.
An additional feature used in this research is the addition of text into the video
(captions). Using different information channels (video and text) in computer-based
courses enhances learning and understanding. By drawing attention to a certain topic
addressed in the video, text can help the learner to organize the information.
Furthermore, memorization is facilitated and working memory can be relieved (Mayer,
2002; Najjar, 1996).
Overall, the more interactive the experience with the video can be, the closer we are to
the constructivist pedagogy that encourages the learner to discover, to explore and to
construct his own knowledge (Bruner, 1966).
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Communication skills
The use of video for the training of communication skills has been developed early in the
history of video use for teaching. Observation, self-observation and feedback on a
recorded scene are powerful training tools in many fields, from teaching (Krammer et
al., 2006) over psychology to sales and counseling. In medicine, video can be a tool for
observation, imitation and critical reflection on behaviors during the medical interview
(Roter et al., 2004). Together with tutoring, it has been used in distance or blended
computer-based courses to teach communication skills (Fleetwood 2000, Wiecha 2003).
In the medical profession, communication skills are increasingly recognized as an
important competency for practitioners and have become part of many curricula of
medical schools but have not, to our knowledge, been addressed in continuous
education in Switzerland. However, the ability to lead a comprehensive interview
yielding all necessary informations for diagnosis and treatment is closely related to the
communication skills of the practitioner (Lamy, 2009).

2.3 Computer based instruction in medicine

Computer-based courses like eLearning have found their way in the last 15 years in
continuous medical education and specialization (Choules, 2007; Ruiz, Mintzer, &
Leipzig, 2006), allowing distance learning and self-learning. Progress in technical
developments and internet bandwidth has made computer-based learning more flexible
and allow combining distance interaction, synchronous or asynchronous, with
communication. ELearning offers flexibility in learning time and location for
professional learners like medical practitioners and also can improve the efficiency of
blended learning events.

Depending on their specialty and needs, physicians can make use of a wide range of
technologies: data repositories, reference searching and management tools, tele-tutoring
and tele-training tools (Wicht, Späni, Locatelli, Laforge, & Kighelman, 2011) as well as
sophisticated simulations for surgery training (Issenberg, 2001; 2005; Malassagne et al.,
2001) or standard eLearning modules.
Research on the quality and effectiveness of such computer assisted learning systems is
difficult and questioned because of the difficulty of setting up a valid research design
with comparison groups (Cook, 2005). This is one of the reasons for developing
alternative research approaches like design-based research (Amiel & Reeves, 2008)

2.4 Research on interactive video for education

Research on the use of interactive video has developed in parallel to technical
possibilities. The newly developed technologies have often triggered a wave of
enthusiasm but researchers have encountered some difficulties in finding objective data
10

to support this movement (Hannafin, 1983).
It is difficult to build a bigger picture of the use of interactive video because there are
many different levels addressed in the studies (learning effectiveness, satisfaction,
usability) and because of the diversity level and type of interactivity, applications and
settings studied .Training focused on the medical interview has not been explored very
often (Fleetwood, 2000; Wiecha, 2003) and existing training programs often are not
published and have restricted access because of confidentiality issues (“Form@tox,”
2011). Thus the present research on the use of an interactive video eLearning module
for the sensibilization to the sexology interview is innovative although not revolutionary
and could add useful information regarding the design and use of such a module.

2.5 Transferring theoretical framework into a design concept

To be able to conduct the development that is the center of this research, the theoretical
framework described above must crystallize into a pedagogical concept. To describe this
concept with its different dimensions is the aim of this section.
The context of a continuous education and a highly educated public must be taken into
account. Pedagogy is based on constructivism and stays with an open, non linear
approach that leaves it up entirely to the learner where he wants to go and what he
wants to learn. Thus it creates a learning environment rather than a linear instruction
with sequences (Huang, 2002; Phelps, 2003; Robberecht, 2007).

The observation of a sexology interview is the main feature of the module. Additionally,
it should integrate interactive video, resources, reflection pages and tests. Being as close
as possible to an authentic situation (showing a reconstitution of a first interview)
allows addressing the learner’s own experience, an important dimension of adult
learning (Huang, 2002).
The video used is a reconstitution of a first interview with a patient complaining of
female anorgasmy. Activities of the learner include:
-

observing the interactions of sexologist and patient during the interview
becoming aware of the main dimensions of a sexology interview according to the
pedagogical objectives
reflecting on the specificity of the sexology interview and on his own experience

Each video fragment shows short text appearing in the video and “marking” an
important concept being addressed during the interview. The “markers” will be called
“captions” in the following.
The interactivity with the video allows to
-

Choose any fragment to work with (control of sequence
11

-

See each video fragment facing the patient and/or the sexologist (control of
content)

Each fragment is related to activities and resources (reflection page, resources, and
exercises).
Non linear navigation allows to
-

Navigate from any one topic to the other
Go back to the video (both perspectives)

Overview of interactivity with the video and nonlinear navigation:

This level of interactivity with the video can be described as proactive since there is
control over content by changing perspective and control over structure since ideally
the learner can go to any fragment of the film he chooses. At this point, the module is a
self-learning course. Communication with peers and/or a tutor or insertion into a
platform is not planned at this stage.

The pedagogical rationale of this interactive and non linear structure is to allow learners
to follow their own reflections and to explore different dimensions as they appear
during the video.
12

3 Requirements and research objectives
In this chapter, the design concept described in the preceding section becomes more
concrete. First, we describe the module’s requirements, its pedagogical objectives and
the pedagogical scenario that allow building a prototype. The development research
around this module prototype is guided by research questions that are formulated in the
second section.

3.1 Requirements

This section defines the module’s requirements: Learning objectives, content, resources,
exercises and quizzes as well as how they are related to the pedagogical scenario.

Learning objectives

The pedagogical objectives have been defined by the subject matter experts:
-

Learning about the first contact with patients with a sexological disorder, manage
the social phase within an intimate field
Being able to do a systematical evaluation of a sexual disorder
Being able to evaluate the psycho-sexual functioning of a person
Being able to diagnose female anorgasmy correctly and propose a treatment

The systematic evaluation in sexology must include five dimensions:
-

Physical
Psychological/psychiatric
Toxicology/Drugs
Relationships and family (transgenerations)
Sexology specific

As the testing begins with a prototype with virtually no content, the objectives
progressively are treated in each new development of the module.

Content

Video: A 30 minutes long video showing a first consultation for female anorgasmy has
been played by actors and registered from two different angles, facing either the patient
or the sexologist. The video follows a standard scenario typical for the sexology
interview. Several themes are addressed during the fake consultation.
Every prototype or module contains fragments from the original video.
Resources: Resources in form of references that can be opened directly in the module
are given by subject matter experts.
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Exercises and quizzes
Reflective exercises are created with the subject matter experts and added to each
theme. Quizzes are also created with the experts and added to the modules.

Pedagogical scenario

Following the concept described earlier, the pedagogical scenario is non linear. It offers
the learner a learning environment with several activities and there is no sequence or
progressive structure.

The pictures below show some of the many possibilities for the learners to interact with
the prototype:

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Scenario pictures drawn with compendium LD

Student 1: The student first goes to the introduction page. He chooses to watch the video
facing the patient, then the reflection page. He then takes the final test. Maybe realizing
that he needs more information, he returns to the reflection page’s resources.
Student 2: The student could be an expert in the field or just wants to check his
knowledge. He reads the introduction page and goes directly to the final test.

Student 3: The student skips the introduction page. Maybe it is not his first visit. He goes
directly to the “all resources” page. He then chooses the reflection page. This motivates
him to watch the video facing the therapist. He then goes back to the reflection page’s
resources and then exits the module.

14

3.2 Research questions
Designing this module raises questions on several levels. If we think of the learning
design and the pedagogical scenario, we want to see how the leaner uses the many
possibilities of interaction described above and if he feels at ease with them. But there
also is the question of ease of use and good functioning of the module, as well as the
effective learning outcome.

It is the ongoing development and evaluation of the module at the heart of this research
that will help answer these questions. Nevertheless, putting them in a more complete
and precise way, these questions are:
-

How is the interactivity and non linear navigation used and accepted by the
users?
Are the learning objectives being reached? Do the exercises help to reach the
learning objectives? Are they prompting reflection on one’s practice?
Is there a relationship between the use of the interactivity and the reaching of
the learning objectives?
Are there design principles emerging regarding the interactivity with the
video and the non linear navigation?

15

4 Design and methodology
In this section the methodological approach for developing and evaluating the module is
described as well as the testing methods that should help answer the research questions.
Design is not set at the beginning of this research process. It is a dimension that is itself
evaluated and developed here. The pedagogical scenario for example as it has been
presented in the requirements and objectives chapter is a general concept that solidly
grounds this research project into theory, but nevertheless, it will be implemented in
several different ways during this research. This is part of the general approach that has
been adopted here: Three cycles of development and analysis have been conducted,
starting with a mere prototype structure followed by two module versions that
progressively introduce content. This cyclic process relates to a design-based research
approach that is described in the following section.

4.1 Design-based research

Already in the eighties, first voices raised to state that there is « consistent evidence for
the generalization that there is no learning benefits to be gained from employing any
specific medium to deliver instruction » (Clark, 1983) and that the comparative
paradigm of research doesn’t bring any light regarding the use of innovative educational
tools (Reeves, 1986). A long line of comparative studies and meta-analysis have mostly
found « no significant difference » using this comparative approach. This has prompted
a call for “separation of method from medium” (Clark, 1983) and for an alternative
research agenda that is closer to real world situations (Reeves, 2008).

Instead of the predictive empirical approach that puts a new technology to test in a
controlled environment to see if it increases learning efficiency, Reeves describes a
different approach that sees educational technology as a process and not a product. The
effort of development is done to improve and refine the process of teaching and learning
and is not focused at measuring the efficiency of a tool. This concept also implies a
reflection on “the values and principles guiding educational technology research”, a
move towards more systematic and collaborative research methods. It aims at
rethinking the role of technology as part but not as main object of educational research.
The Design-Based Research approach is an emerging framework that develops on the
background of these calls for applied, practical and collaborative educational research.
The concept of Design Based research or « design experiment » in education has
emerged in 1992 in research publications from Ann Brown and Allen Collins (Schneider
2009). Its purpose is to bridge the gap between predictive research and practical field
experience that can be used by educators (Reeves, 2008). First developed in classroom
16

settings, the possibilities of computer supported learning have been included to broaden
this field of investigation (Wang & Hannafin, 2005).
Design-based research aims at (Schneider 2009)
-

addressing complex problems in real contexts
integrating established and hypothetical design principles with technological
tools to develop plausible solutions
Conducting rigorous inquiry about the learning environment and process as well
as the design principles.

Wang & Hannafin (2010) have defined nine principles of Design-based research with
technology-enhanced learning environments (TELEs):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Support design with research from the outset
Set practical goals for theory development, develop an initial plan
Conduct research in representative real-world settings
Collaborate closely with participants
Implement research methods systematically and purposefully
Analyze data immediately, continuously and retrospectively
Refine designs continually
Document contextual influences with design principles
Validate the generalizability of the design.

Challenges of Design-based research with TELEs are immature technology, applicability
and feasibility in current education systems, a paradigm shift caused by the new
participatory, iterative and collaborative approach and the utilization and analysis of the
often extensive data material collected (Wang and Hannafin,2010).
This research is situated and integrates the complexity of a real life setting. It is
conducted in an iterative way and develops over time.

17

Schema of an iterative design development:

4.2 Evaluation methods
This section describes how the different prototypes will be evaluated to answer the
research questions.

Participatory evaluation

Evaluation of all prototypes has been done by observation and questionnaires.
As the participants tested the module, they were asked to think aloud and I took notes
on paper sheet with the screenshots of each webpage. I sometimes asked the reason for
a particular action or a choice. Observing how the learner interacts with the module and
what options he chooses helps to evaluate the pedagogical approach.
18

Evaluation of usability
Usability testing allows exploring several dimensions of an eLearning program
(Bétrancourt, 2007; Koohang & Du PLessis, 2004; Miller, 2005):
Efficiency measures the ease of use of an eLearning module, and the effort necessary to
be able to use it.
Effectiveness measures the learning outcome and the achievement of the pedagogical
objectives.
Acceptability is a measure of the satisfaction of the learners with the module, a
subjective parameter that is often linked to the two preceding dimensions of an
eLearning module and to some extent to the motivation of the learners.
Measuring tools for each dimension are described below:
Efficiency
Efficiency was measured by observation of the interaction of the test user with the
prototype and analysis of the collected data with an analysis grid.
The analysis grid was inspired by the criteria of Bastien and Scapin (Bastien & Scapin,
1997) and adapted to the module:

Guidance

Easily understandable and visible navigation,
Visibility of system status

User control

Does the learner control his actions and their effects?

Learnability
Coherence

Understandability
Error recovery

Effort necessary to understand how the module works
Lengthy explanatory text?
Are interaction symbols coherent throughout the module?
Are the navigation/interaction symbols always clear?
Is there always a way back in case of an error?

Effectiveness
Effectiveness being related to the learning outcome, it has been measured for the
versions of the prototype that had content. The learning outcome was tested with
multiple choice questions (MCQs) (See appendix). Five questions were used in the
second module as a final test. Validated content in a reasonable amount allowed creating
three more questions, and this test with eight questions was used as a pre- and post-test
in the last testing round.
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Satisfaction
a first satisfaction questionnaire was developed by me based on the criteria of the above
analysis grid. For the last round, a French translation of the standardized SUS scale was
used with added open text fields for comments (Brooke, 2011).

4.3 Iterative development cycles

Development in this research was conducted over three cycles of design and evaluation.
For each “round”, there has been reflection on the different dimensions that are involved
in such a project: Pedagogical, technical, design related and evaluative.
Three different modules have been developed with different authoring tools. Each has
been tested by 2-3 users in at their workplace or at home, on their own computers.
Testing tools have evolved with the development cycles.
The following three chapters (5, 6, 7) each describe a development cycle. The results of
all three rounds are summarized in chapter 8.
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5 First development cycle
Introduction
The first testing round is called round 0 because the test is being conducted on a website
wireframe prototype with no learning content. The aim of this first development is to
develop and test a prototype allowing to
-

Conceptualize and create a non linear module, helping to articulate and visualize
the pedagogical scenario
Make a first usability test of this prototype
Draw conclusions for the next development step

Pedagogical scenario

The non linear, open concept based on a socio-constructivist approach allowing the
learner to actually work with the different activities at his own pace and own will
became reality during the conception of this first prototype structure.

Research questions

At this stage some aspects addressed in our definition of the research questions in
section 3 cannot be evaluated. There is no learning content that would allow to observe
the learning experience or to test some learning outcome. Thus, in this development
cycle, the questions are:
-

How do users cope with the non linear structure?
How is the efficiency of the prototype?
Ho do learners like the prototype?
Do first Design principles emerge?

5.1 Design process
Authoring tool
Software: Protoshare ®

Protoshare ® is a collaborative, web-based wireframe and prototyping tool that helps
model web applications. It. was used to build the first prototype because it can contain
short video clips, quizzes and various kinds of interactions.

Advantages are that it is a well constructed authoring tool and that it meets most of the
needs of this project.
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Disadvantage is the lack of flexibility regarding the integration of a video clip; this
results in limited size of the video and bad synchronization of sound with the image. The
tool is not free but the costs are not high.

Description of the Prototype
The link to the prototype is:
http://sugarch0.protosharesites.com/i90702967896598070544/#

Navigation, short video clips with two different perspectives including a text caption,
and different exercises, reflection and information pages were created as a website and
published for easy access.
The prototype is structured as follow:

Screenshot of the protoshare wireframe tree structure
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Structure of the prototype navigation and video integration.

In this instructional design model, all pages show a horizontal navigation bar allowing at
all times to go to the orange pages listed in the bar on top of the picture.
Additionally, on the theme page, there are suggested links to the activities that are
related to each theme :
-

Watching the video plus caption facing the patient
Watching the video plus caption facing the physician
Reflecting on the film and the captions by doing exercises
Looking up resources linked to the captions.

From any page, the learner can go to the home page, the introduction page, the
Resources, theme pages and final test. The drop-down menu from the bar also allows
navigating directly to the pages linked to each theme.
To do the reflective exercises, the learner first has to choose a theme page.
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There are some additional suggested links in the following pages :
-

From the home page to the introduction page for « first visit »
From the video page to the reflection page
From resources of the whole module to Resources of the Theme
From the final test to an « end page »

Example of a theme page:

On the reflection page, in addition to the navigation bar, there are three questions and
the possibility to go back to each video and to the resources for this theme.
The final test has 3 questions (single choice, multiple choice and text entry with a drop
down choice) with no “real” content.

5.2 Methodology
Testing Material

See attachments for each document




A Google doc page (online and printed out) with an introductory text for the
participant and a link to
The protoshare prototype and to
An online Google satisfaction questionnaire
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Sheet with screenshots of the pages appearing on screen for taking notes
during the test

Participants

The online prototype was tested by two participants.
Both were of an age comparable to the aim public (38 and 49), and both have an
academic background : one is an anesthesist, the other a chemist reconverted in
eLearning.

5.3 Results

Usability testing
Efficiency
See analysis grid of each participant in the attachments
Results of the efficiency test :

Guidance

Easily understandable and
visible navigation,
Visibility of system status

Learnability

Effort necessary to
understand how the
module works
Lengthy explanatory text?

User control

Does the learner control his
actions and their effects?

Page dimension should fit all screen sizes, otherwise there is a
scrolling and the horizontal navigation bar at the bottom of the
page is not visible.
Avoid similar background and text color (watch for changing link
colors)
Better structure of the welcome page and its link to the
introduction page.
Explain the navigation mode better at the beginning of the
module.
List the appearing captions as they occur, this reduces the
memorization effort necessary to follow.
Good

Coherence

Good

Understandability
Are the
navigation/interaction
symbols always clear?

Name of the welcome page misleading.
Contradictory instruction on the welcome page: Text “where do
you want to go?” and proposed link to the introduction page.
Better to have a direct link to the introduction page

Error recovery

Quiz: make clear if there is more than one correct answer.
Good if the horizontal navigation bar is visible at the bottom of the
screen.

Are interaction symbols
coherent throughout the
module?

Is there always a way back
in case of an error?

On the introduction page: watch out for bold terms that make the
user assume there is a link.
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Satisfaction
Overview of responses to the satisfaction questionnaire:

First impression on opening the prototype:
Positive. No full screen view, scrolling. Design and colors create a clean environment
that is easy to use.
Introduction page:
Information is very useful. Gives a good overview of what’s to do.
Navigation: Very easy, interactive horizontal navigation very good.

Environment (colors, font, layout):
Nice, grey text could be difficult to read. Some link colors recover the text color.

Ease of use:
Easy to very easy, good to have several exercises at once on the exercise page, allows
choosing the one of most interest first. Grouping of resources in the resource page good.

Conclusions
Efficiency

Overall the prototype has a good efficiency, low workload to get into
the pages. Attention has to be given:
-

To the page titles so that they are not misunderstood or unclear (« accueil »)
To the format of the screen to avoid scrollbars and to have the horizontal
navigation bar always visible
To the color and size of the font : no light grey, no small fonts, be aware of link
colors
Not to write terms in bold that could lead to understand them as links
To give attention on the home page not to give misleading instructions

The non linear structure has been well undestood and welcomed. One participant said
« it allows working on the subject ». This should be continued in round 1 as well as the
recurring layout and navigation bar allowing going wherever a question the learner asks
himself is leading him.
The home page needs better and clear instructions. A direct link to the introduction page
should be placed in the text.
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The participant who saw the caption suggested that captions be listed beside the film
after they appear to reduce memorization efforts.
This makes sense since they are the basis for the reflection page.
Satisfaction
The participants liked working with the prototype as well as its layout and design
features. There were some smaller font and screen issues. The clear layout should be
kept for round 1.

Emerging design rules
-

If captions appear in a video, viewer make an effort to memorize them. If they are
listed beside the screen, it reduces the cognitive load.
The non linear structure was welcomed and perceived as allowing to work on
and with the subject.
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6 Second development cycle
Introduction
After having tested the interactivity and nonlinearity dimensions of the prototype, the
next step was to integrate the original video, activities and resources into the module as
well as implement the design rules emerging in Round 0.
Non-linearity, since it had been welcomed, was kept, as well as the design rule that
suggests a better effect of captions being listed beside the video as they appear.
One subject matter expert was able to contribute content for one of the topics addressed
during the interview (theme “description of the disorder”).
The original video was cut to be integrated into the module and be accessible to the
learner so that he can view the fragments corresponding to this theme.
Thus the original video had to be reshaped and integrated into a module that allows
video viewing, interaction with the film and also creating quizzes or links to resources.

Pedagogical scenario

Since content has been added, it is possible to define learning objectives in this
prototype. After exploring the theme “description of the disorder”, the learner will be
able to list the criteria that allow the diagnosis of female anorgasmy and to make a
systematic description of a sexual disorder.

The pedagogical scenario itself does not really change compared to round 0. The
structure is non linear with no set path that the learner must follow as we will see in the
following sections. The learner can choose between several activities:
-

-

watch the video from both perspectives
go to the reflection page on “description of the disorder”. Here he can see a 2
minutes extract of the interview facing the therapist. He is then asked what the
therapist is doing in this extract. He can choose from three possible answers.
There is an immediate feedback for each answer.
At the bottom of the reflection page, the learner can open two references to read.
Take the final test.

Research questions

The questions asked are
-

How is the interactivity and non linear navigation used and accepted by the
users?
Are the learning objectives being reached? Do the exercises help to reach the
learning objectives? Are they prompting reflection on one’s practice?
What is different than in the first round in terms of learner processes?
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-

Is there a relationship between the use of the interactivity and the reaching of
the learning objectives?
Are there design principles emerging regarding the interactivity with the
video and the non linear navigation?

6.1 Design process
Authoring tool

Choice of technology
from the technological point of view, this development cycle represents a big step
forward since the full length video has to be integrated into the module along with
content, interactive exercises and a final test.
Criteria for the choice of the technology :
-

Integration of video possible
Non linear navigation
Interactivity
Inserting captions (text) on the video screen
Creation of exercises
Adding resources
Low price or open source
Easy use for author
Easy access for users

The search for the tool corresponding to these criteria included the following product
categories:
Html coding, HTML plus Flash

Html coding has the flexibility and multiple function possibilities to create web pages
with video, exercises and interactivity as well as non linear structures. It can easily be
combined with Flash, an application that facilitates working on the video (integrating
captions) and creating interactivity features (exercises).
The cost of HTML alone is low but the coding for a beginner (like the researcher) is time
consuming and impossible for an average user and course author. Thus transmission to
another person for further development would be difficult.
Flash is an application that needs systematic learning and it is relatively costly.
All-in-one authoring tools

SIVA Suite:
Searching the literature, an authoring tool for interactive video authoring was found.
SIVA (Simple Interactive Video Authoring) is developed at the university Passau and
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allows creating non linear and interactive videos including captions. The tool is free but
still in development and after testing its functions it was found to have still too many
limitations and usability issues for this research purpose.

Captivate®:
Adobe’s Captivate® authoring tool allows relatively simple authoring of screen captions
with added interactivity, for example to create software tutorials. Its multiple functions
allow meeting most of the requirements for this research project beside the low price. It
also would help to maintain continuity to the project because it is accessible to an
average computer user.

HTML

+

+

+

+

+

+

SIVA Suite

+

+

+/-

+

-

?

HTML+Flash
Captivate

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

Easy user access

Easy authoring

Price

Resources

Exercises

Captions

Interactive

Nonlinear

Video

Table: Overview of criteria used to find an authoring tool.

+

-

+

+

+/-

?

+

800$

+

700$

-

+/-

+
+

Captivate 4® was chosen because it met most criteria and compared to flash/html it
helped me save time on the development of the module. Also I was familiar with the tool
and had it on my computer.
Description of the tool
Captivate is an Adobe® authoring tool that allows registering actions that happen on a
screen. Originally it is meant for creating tutorials on software, creating onscreen
courses that show mouse clicks and other manipulations so that learners can
understand the functions of the application. Highly interactive courses are created and
the tool today is often used for creating eLearning courses on many different topics.

Advantages are that the tool offers functions to facilitate creation of coherent navigation,
interactive exercises or a final test with scoring and feedback.
Disadvantage of Captivate 4® is the difficulty to of synchronize the video with the
module. A Captivate project also is a video file (.swf) that either allows to control the
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timeline of the integrated video, or the control of timeline of the project, but not both.
This is a problem if captions that appear during the film are programmed in captivate
and are not directly integrated into the video fragments, which would be possible with
flash. I chose to use captivate to integrate the captions because it then was easier to
modify their timing according to the interactivity of the learner.

Description of the prototype
The link to the prototype is:
http://tecfaetu.unige.ch/etu-maltt/pixel/sugarch0/modules/module1bis/module1.htm

Video integration
there is content only on topic 4 (describing a sexual disorder). Thus the main change in
the scenario compared to round 0 is that the learner will first look at the main part of
the interview (18 minutes, see above) and then choose among the themes appearing
during the video to start a reflective exercise on the subject. There is not one fragment of
film for each theme. To keep the natural flow of the interview, the 18 minutes of the
video were not cut.
Interactivity and flexible navigation are warranted by a menu on the left of the screen
always showing all pages.

Screenshot: Page with video facing the patient
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Interactivity
The learner can open any page he wants and jump from one page to the other using the
menu on the screen.

On the other hand, he can only interact with the video in a limited way and is expected to
watch at least the first part until he sees the caption on “description of the disorder”
(evaluation du trouble). He can click this button to go to the reflection page.
Structure of the module: video integration and navigation.

Reflection page
On the reflection page, the user can watch a short extract (2minutes) of the video facing
the therapist and is then asked a multiple choice question about this scene. There are 3
possible answers, each with an immediate feedback.
The learner can go to the reflection page where he is offered to watch a 2 minutes
extract of the video facing the therapist. He is then asked a multiple choice question on
the incentives of the therapist in this short fragment. The question has 3 choices and
immediate feedbacks. Below, he finds an open question that does not require action
(other than reflection) and the direct link to 2 references on the topic.
The references are:
The Diagnostic And Statistical Manual Of Mental Disorders (DSM) definition of female
orgasmic disorders
Five pages on female sexual disorders from the book “Principles and practice of sex
therapy” (Leiblum, 2007)

Final test
the final test counts 5 multiple choice questions (see attachment). On submission, the
leaner’s answers are registered and he can see a feedback on his score. He can’t modify
the test after completion.
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6.2 Methodology
Testing tools
See attachments for each document







A Google doc page (online and printed out) with an introductory text for the
participant and a link to
The protoshare prototype and to
An online Google satisfaction questionnaire
Sheet with screenshots of the pages appearing on screen for taking notes
during the test
An analysis grid to report the notes after the test
Participants were shortly asked about their experience with sexology,
eLearning and computer use (See attachments for the scale)

After the participatory evaluation, the test user completes the final test that allows
measuring his score and fills out the same satisfaction questionnaire as in round 0.
Observations are analyzed with the same analysis grid.

Participants

3 users have tested the module. Age 38, 29 and 25, an anesthesiologist, a psychologist
specialized in sexology and a last year medical student doing an internship at the
sexology consultation. One of the users had already tested the first prototype.

All participants have had some sort of experience with eLearning and were familiar or
very familiar with computer use. (Familiar: use for text editing, pictures, mail, ppt; very
familiar: in addition, frequent professional use and for searching for references,
information, downloading programs etc).
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6.3 Results
Usability
Efficiency
Overview of results (detailed analysis grid in the attachments):

Guidance

Easily understandable and
visible navigation,
Visibility of system status

Learnability

Effort necessary to
understand how the
module works
Lengthy explanatory text?

Overall clear navigation with the left hand side menu.
On the reflection page, clickable answers are not recognizable as
such (e.g. transforming the arrow into a hand)
Some users look for linearity (where do I HAVE to go next?)

On user thinks that Structure of the introduction page should be
more systematic. Also finds the use of “points réflexifs” and “page
de réflexion” confusing at first sight.

User control

No possibility to forward/rewind the film
Does the learner control his Navigation on the quiz not clear (once submitted, no change
possible)
actions and their effects?
References should both open in a separate window to avoid
accidental closing of the module instead of the reference.
Not coherent quiz navigation: forward with the control button of
Coherence
the project (bottom of page), back with a separate button on the
Are interaction symbols
quiz window.
coherent throughout the
module?
Misleading information on the bottom of the welcome page stating
Understandability
that there is only one theme that has content.
Are the
Different layout of the one theme having content is misleading.
navigation/interaction
Option “more than one answer possible” on the quiz pages not
symbols always clear?
visible enough.
Good.
Error recovery
Is there always a way back One user suggests adding a “help” button or the mail address of
the webmaster.
in case of an error?

Satisfaction
First impression opening the module is very positive. The introduction page is seen as
useful but could be more structured. Navigation is easily understood but some users
expect more guidance. Users liked the overall layout and presentation of the pages but
the font should be more uniform and on small portable computers, the video facing the
therapist is quite small. The captions should be more visible and last longer (here they
appear for 5 seconds) . The sound is too weak.

Reflection page:
Users seem to expect more questions and in a more directive style.
Reference 2 is too long and one user would prefer to have a text in French. She suggests
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a résumé of the reference.

The incentive to read the references is not very strong.

One user went back and forth between the quiz and the reflection page/references to
better identify the objective of the reflection page.

Approach:
All three test users thought the module was very useful in respect to the learning
objectives. The viewing of both patient and sexologist and the additional information
were seen as very positive. They thought the module shows well how a first interview in
sexology should be structured and organized, although for one participant it was not
completely clear whether the most important objective was the communication side, the
medical side or the structure of the interview.
Effectiveness/learning outcome
Scoring:

The quiz presents the learners with 5 multiple choice questions with 3 choices. Each
question is scoring 2 points.
User 1 scored 6/10
User 2 scored 4/10
User 3 scored 10/10
Learning experience

User 1 is an anesthesist. She read all references thoroughly and watched the film very
attentively. It was clear that she reflected as well on the topics addressed in the
interview as on the way patient and therapist interacted.

User 2 is a psychologist and sexologist. She did not read the references thoroughly. Said
that she does not like to read. In the quiz, she hesitated because some questions were
focused on medical topics.
User 3 is the medical student . He has not read the references at all. He was the most
interactive user, trying out links and searching for clickable areas. He was obviously
familiar with the quiz layout and navigation.
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Conclusions
Usability
Overall, the module is easy to use and offers a clear navigation so that learners can
quickly turn to the learning tasks. The non linear structure should be even more obvious
(some learners search for the “next page”).
The forward/rewind functions of the video or direct linking to a specific part of the
interview would allow more flexibility. This is probably possible by adding action script
to the integrated video. Sound should be louder and the commands for the sound should
be checked before starting the video (or integrated in the video command bar if
possible). See what Captivate5® offers.
The quiz navigation and commands (submit, return etc) should be improved and made
more obvious.

Effectiveness
Test users all said they have learned something with the module.
Scores of the final test were not valid because of the navigation problems that hindered
two of the three users to make corrections.

Seeing an interview from different perspectives has been rated as an interesting feature.
The reflection page did prompt the users to engage in a reflective and learning process.
On the reflection page, clear pedagogical objectives for the particular theme would help
to focus on the references and be a better incentive to read them.
According to one participant, references on the reflection page should be short and in
French. More detailed references could be offered in a separate reference page. A short
quiz that is directly related to the reflection page also would be a support for an active
reflection.
Having a validated pre- and post-test would be a good testing instrument for round 2.
The scoring of the post-test in round 1 has been influenced by the navigation problems
some users encountered and probably by the familiarity of the user with this kind of
online MCQ. Thus, the navigation and interactive features of the test pages should be
very clear.

Satisfaction
Despite some smaller layout problems, learners were very positive as well regarding the
visual and navigation part of the module as the pedagogical approach.
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Emerging design rules
Pedagogical objectives should be defined for each reflection page so that the focus of the
exercise is clear beforehand. Quiz and interactive questions are more motivating for the
users to search for answers then open questions. Subject matter experts should be
prompted again to reflect on interactive questions that direct the users to learn.
References should be as short as possible and some users prefer to read in French. This
should be discussed with the experts and adapted to the final aim public.
If there are captions in the video, they should last longer than 5 seconds.

Non linear and interactive structure with a video in two perspectives is a structure
suited for this kind of content and this aim public.
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7 Third development cycle
Introduction
The main change in the module compared to the previous round is that a second theme
page with references could be added. Having more content made it possible to evaluate
the learning outcome better by creating a pre- and post-test. Furthermore, observations
of the learning processes and interactions of the learners with the module became more
interesting.
In addition to this, interaction with the video was improved. This was made possible by
purchasing Captivate5®. The new version allows easier integration of the video and
module timelines.
Pedagogical objectives for each reflection activity were better defined and the activity
made more interactive.

Pedagogical scenario

Learning objectives in module 2 are linked to the two themes with content.
After exploring the theme “description of the disorder”, the learner will be able to list
the criteria that allow the diagnosis of female anorgasmy and to make a systematic
description of a sexual disorder.
After exploring the theme “psychological/psychiatric factors”, the learner will be able to
evaluate the importance of such disorders when dealing with a sexual disorder and in
particular with female anorgasmy.

The pedagogical scenario himself has not changed. It is non linear and allows the user to
choose whatever activity he wishes to do, in the order he wants.
The learner can choose between several activities:
-

-

watch the video from both perspectives
Watching the video, navigate to the section related to a topic of his choice that is
addressed in the interview.
go to the reflection page on “description of the disorder”. Here he can see a 2
minutes extract of the interview facing the therapist. He is then asked what the
therapist is doing in this extract. He can choose from three possible answers.
There is an immediate feedback for each answer.
At the bottom of the reflection page, the learner can open two references to read.
Following the reflection page, he can see a summary of the important facts on the
topic.
go to the reflection page “depression and antidepressants”. Here the learner is
asked a question and has three possible choices. There is immediate feedback on
each choice. One reference is available to open and read.
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-

Following the reflection page, he can see a summary of the important facts of the
topic.
take the final test.

Research questions
-

How is the interactivity and non linear navigation used and accepted by the
users?
Are the learning objectives being reached? Do the exercises help to reach the
learning objectives? Are they prompting reflection on one’s practice?
What is different than in round 1 in terms of learner processes?
Is there a relationship between the use of the interactivity and the reaching of the
learning objectives?
Are there design principles emerging regarding the interactivity with the video
and the non linear navigation?

7.1 Design process
Authoring tool

In this round, a new version of Captivate is being used, Captivate5®. This version allows
better integration of a video into the module with an improved coordination of the
module’s timeline and the timeline of the video. This has made possible a better
interaction with the video: The user is now able to jump forward or backward while
watching the video.

Description of the prototype

The link to the prototype is:
http://tecfaetu.unige.ch/etu-maltt/pixel/sugarch0/modules/module2/module2.htm

Video integration and interactivity
Improved integration and coordination between the video, the captions and the
structure of the module allow the user to navigate inside the video by clicking the
forward button of the navigation bar. Thus he can skip parts of the video and watch one
fragment about a certain topic.
In module 2, there are two themes the learner can choose. He can go to the reflection
page of each theme directly from the video page or he can choose them from the “all
themes” page. At the end of each video, the “all themes” page appears automatically.
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Video integration and navigation in module 2:

On the following screenshot, the user has chosen in the menu on the left (red arrow) to
see the video facing the patient. During the video, each theme is highlighted as it is
addressed in the film (red arrow). The user can click this button to go directly to the
reflection page.
He can also use the navigation bar at the bottom (red rectangle) to jump forward or
backwards to the theme he wants to see in the video.

Screenshot of the video facing the patient with navigation possibilities.

Reflection pages
This module counts a second reflection page in addition to the “description of the
disorder” theme, on the theme “psychological/psychiatric factors”.
Both reflection consist of 2 respectively 3 pages with a multiple choice question with
immediate feedbacks on each answer, a more reflective question with the incentive to
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read the references, a direct link to the references and a summary of the most important
concepts of the theme.

The reference for this new reflection page is the paper Dysfonctions sexuelles induites par
les antidépresseurs et les antipsychotiques et leurs traitements (Baumann & Martind DuPan, 2008)
Knowledge test
With two subject matter experts contributing, it was possible to create 8 validated
multiple choice questions on the module’s content.
This test was used as a pre- and post-test during round 2 module testing to evaluate the
learning outcome.

7.2 Methodology
Testing Material

As in the previous rounds, the test is a participatory evaluation with observation and
taking notes, the participant thinking aloud while testing the module.






Pre- and post-test: The summative evaluation is done by the pre- and post test.
The questions are the same in both tests. They test content of the references
and/or reflection pages. 8 Multiple choice questions each yield 2 points if right, 0
if wrong (even if partly right). See attachment for details of the questions.

The pre-test is on paper, the post-test is integrated as final test into the module.
On submission of the final test, the leaner’s answers are registered and he can see
a feedback on his score. He can’t modify the test after completion.
Satisfaction questionnaire: In round 2 we use the System Usability Scale (SUS)
standardized questionnaire. It is available online to the user with a separate link.
He has the option to add some comments on first impression, introduction page,
navigation, layout and font choices, usability, learning with the module and
approach.(see attachments)
Participants were shortly asked about their experience with sexology, eLearning
and computer use (See attachments for the scale)

Observations are analyzed with the same analysis grid used in round 0 and 1 (see
attachment).

Participants

3 users have tested the module. Age 54, 50 and 39, a plastic surgeon, a psychiatrist
specialized in sexology and a psychologist specialized in sexology. They all have had few
experiences with eLearning, two were very familiar with computer use, one was a
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standard user (using editing, email ppt and Google).
The psychologist specialized in sexology is involved in the creation of the modules but
has not been contributing content. The psychiatrist is heading the consultation of
sexology in Geneva.
All three test users are members of swissexology and have taken the certificate for
clinical sexology.

With a fourth participant, the test was not possible because it was not possible to install
the newer version of flash player on her computer.

7.3 Results
Usability

As in the previous rounds, usability was measured by analyzing the observations (notes)
made during the test on prepared sheet with the screenshots of the module.
The notes were then reported in the analysis grid for each user. They are summarized
below:
Efficiency

Guidance

Good

Learnability

Good

User control

Control of the video still not completely satisfying; users would
like to fine-tune navigation, e.g. be able to rewind some seconds of
the film if they missed a sentence.
One user proposed a button allowing linking the reflection page to
the video part that shows the corresponding theme.
On one reflection page, some exercise questions were clickable to
get feed-back, but on the next page the questions were purely
reflective. This should be made clearer or changed.

Easily understandable and
visible navigation,
Visibility of system status
Effort necessary to
understand how the
module works
Lengthy explanatory text?

Does the learner control his
actions and their effects?

Coherence

Are interaction symbols
coherent throughout the
module?

Understandability
Are the
navigation/interaction
symbols always clear?

Error recovery

Is there always a way back
in case of an error?

On the introduction page, reference to “reflection” while in the
menu they are called “themes”
On the reflection pages, button “continue” is not clear: does it link
to the references or to another page?
Not clear to all users that the references are available online.
No problem
A way to open references in a new window should be found.
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After testing the module, test users filled the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire.
Unfortunately, with the first participant, there was a typing error in two questions. They
were then rated as “neutral” or “don’t know”.
The SUS scores were of 85, 87,5 and 87,5. The average score thus was 86,6 points.
The SUS scale goes from 0 to 100 points. A score of 68 is average; a score above 80 is a
good score.
Thus the score of 86,6 is encouraging, although there were only 3 test users and two
answers in one of the questionnaires were missing..
Satisfaction
First impression on opening the module was positive, none of the test users made any
comment on layout, font and choice of colors. One user specially mentioned the well
readable fonts.
The caption length of 8 seconds is a good timing.

The organization of the module worked well although the manipulation of the video was
seen as not optimal. Captions were rated as positive because they had a signal effect to
draw attention to the interview’s content.
The use of the module was seen as “clear, simple and robust”. There was no problem
with error recovery.
Users made positive comments on the feedback questions in the reflection pages.
They all rated the approach as positive; the psychologist stated that he learned
something regarding the medical dimension of the sexology interview.

Choice, presentation and online availability of the references could be improved.

Effectiveness
There was not a clear improvement of score between the pre- and the post-test. One
user even had a lower score in the post-test:
Max. score 16
User 1
User 2
User 3

Pre-test
8
6
10

Post-test
10
6
8

At this stage with few content and not optimal pre- and post test, it is not possible to
make a statement on the relation between interactivity and scoring.
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Learning experience
User 1 is a plastic surgeon. His first reaction when the video started was to take notes as
if he was interviewing the patient. He did not realize that the references were
immediately available until the feed back page of the final test suggested him to go back
to read them. I had the impression that he was “looking for something” or expecting
something different. He asked for printing the references.

User 2 is a sexologist with a psychology background. He was involved in the creation of
the modules but not of the content. At first he did not view the video but went directly to
the reflection pages. He viewed part of the videos at the end of the test.
User 3 is a psychiatrist and teaching sexology. He was not directly involved in the
creation of the modules. He had more the teacher’s perspective while interacting with
the module.
Overall, users rated the module as useful to learn about the sexology interview.
The viewing of an interview situation was seen as positive.

Conclusions

Efficiency
The module is easy to use and there are no major navigation problems. It yielded a high
usability score of 86, 6 with the System Usability Scale (SUS).
Interactivity with the video could be even better and more flexible.

Users in this round made use of the non linear structure. One user went straight to the
reflection pages without watching the video, later came back to see the video.
thus one can conclude that this structure and navigation works well.

Satisfaction
Satisfaction was good, the module was well accepted by the learners, as well regarding
the design choices as the structure, the introduction page, the navigation and the
approach.
Effectiveness
The reflection pages prompted the learners to ask themselves questions, they
appreciated the feedbacks to the formative questions.

Use of the references was not optimal:
The experts choose articles or book extracts in English or French, there were 1-2
references for each reflection page. The references length ranged from 1-5 pages.
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The difficulties were
-

For one user, that he did not realize the references were available online. This
should be made clear.
Users are used to over go references. The habit is to go back to the references at
the end and/or print them for later reading. Thus the role of the references in the
reflection page should be reconsidered and their format and insertion into the
reflection page adapted. There could be short summaries or abstracts for the
reflection pages and more complete and extensive reference material on a
separate references page.

One test user was a sexology expert and teacher and proposed that choice of the
references could be reviewed.

The approach was seen as good. Changing perspective is useful for learning about
attitudes. The learning objectives were not always clear (attitude? general structure of a
sexology interview? female anorgasmy?)

Emerging design rules.

Interactivity with a video in two perspectives and captions appearing during the viewing
worked well. The navigation has to be flexible and transparent. Captions of 8 seconds
appearance time work well.
Users need strong and directive motivation to start a reflection on some themes. Open
questions don’t work. Interactive questions (multiple choice, text entry etc) with
feedback work better.

The incentive to read a reference to learn something needs to be strong. On one hand,
references for documentation (printing and read later) are welcomed. If the user is to
work with the reference during an exercise, the reference should be well adapted to the
aim public and thorough thinking has to be done about the language and the length of
theses “working references”.
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8 Synthesis of results
This section is a brief summary of results for the three development cycles. The results
will be discussed in the conclusion.

Overview of test rounds:

Round 0

Participants

Round 1
Round 2

Tool

2

Protoshare®

3

Captivate®

3

Captivate®

Content
-

1 theme
+ references
2 themes
+ references

Pretest

Posttest

-

+

-

+

-

+

Satisfaction
questionnaire
Adapted from
analysis grid
Adapted from
analysis grid
SUS standard

Participants
A total of 8 participants tested the different versions of the module. One participant
tested the first and second version. All participants were of academical background and
aged 25 to 54 years. The youngest test user was a medical student in his last year and
one was a chemist reconverted in eLearning. . All other participants were either of
medical background or had studied psychology. Thus this group of test users can be seen
as representative of the aim public.

Usability

Efficiency
In the course of the iterative development of the module, navigation and layout
problems were resolved so that in the last round, the usability score of the System
Usability Scale was very good.
The control of the video was not completely satisfying because it was not possible to
fine-tune the forward/backward functions.
It was not clear to all users that the references were available online directly from the
course, this should be made more evident. One sexology expert having tested the
module commented that the choice and focus of references could be discussed.
There was no major efficiency issue or unsolved navigation or error recovery problem.

Satisfaction
Satisfaction with the module was good. As there was more content in the last round, test
users were able to comment on the approach and the content. Reactions were positive.
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Effectiveness
All modules had a final test, but only the third version had enough content to have a preand post-test. Questions were not all validated by an expert. They mostly focused on
content learning linked to the references and on the questions on the reflection pages.
For the three participants having taken a pre- and post-test, the score did not improve
after having tested the module. This could be linked to the fact that some participants
had problems with the formulation of the questions and had not read the references.
There also was an issue with the tests navigation that was slower than the rest of the
module (default setting of Captivate). Thus it was not possible to objectivity the positive
comments about learning test users stated.

Learning experience

Test users of round 1 and 2 have tested modules with content. Most took some time to
watch the video, they used the reflection pages and either had a glimpse at the
references or printed them out. They appreciated the approach of being close to a real
situation; one participant even took notes as if he was conducting the interview of the
patient.
Trying to synthesize how users interacted with the prototype, we could try to create
some typical profiles:

The practitioner

He feels like interviewing the
patient himself and takes
notes as if he was. Does not
read any reference until the
final test feedback suggests
doing so. He then prints the
references out for later
reading.

The explorer

Tries out every clickable link,
“plays” with the interactivity,
opens but does not read the
references. Cannot
concentrate for a longer time
on the video.
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The observer

Is more concentrated on the
video, watches it attentively.
Takes a step by step approach
Makes use of the references.

Since there are only six test users that have interacted with a module offering content, it
would of course be necessary to test several more users to create these profiles. This
could help develop some aspects of the module in a more focused way, for example if the
leaner’s objective is communication skills training, to make sure that he can easily
change the perspective and find the reflections that are linked to this theme.
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9 Discussion
This chapter first gives a summary and discussion of the research project and the
methodology. Results are then discussed extensively. Emerging design rules are
summarized.

9.1 Summary of the research project
Objectives

The objective of this research is to develop and evaluate a non linear eLearning module
containing interactive video. The module is intended for continuous medical education.
It is an introduction of the specificities of the sexology interview.
The module is developed in cooperation with a society promoting sexology
(Swissexology) and the sexology consultation of the University Hospital in Geneva.
Subject matter experts from the consultation and from Swissexology have collaborated
in this project. The module is intended to be used in for example on the internet
platform of Swissexology (self-learning) or during the two-year curriculum for the
certificate of clinical sexology offered by the University of Geneva.

Pedagogical background and development concepts
The present project grounds on the work of researchers that have described adult
learning, constructivism and social learning. The pedagogical approach is one that
encourages flexibility of structure, closeness to a real life situation and autonomy. It is
developed for self-motivated learners.

Content was defined by subject matter experts. The center piece is a video of a first
interview of a patient with female anorgasmy. The interview has been played by actors
and registered in two different perspectives, facing either the patient or the therapist.
Users will observe the consultation; captions draw their attention to the main concepts
addressed during the interview. Activity pages with focused references are offered for
each of these concepts. A final test can be taken. Thus the learner observes the video,
chooses a reflection subject and engages in reflective exercises and learning with help of
the resources offered.
The pedagogical scenario aims at a flexible, non linear structure that corresponds more
to a learning environment then to a structured lesson. Since a comparable module has
not been described before in the literature, many design questions had to be answered.
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Technology
Choice of technology was an important concern for the development of this module. The
balance had to be found between time and money investment for programming and the
requirements of the module. Criteria of choice were flexibility of interaction with the
video, coordination and integration of the video with the pedagogical scenario, creation
of quizzes with feedback and a final test with scoring. Price and accessibility for average
computer users were important as well.
The first prototype had no content and there was no need to integrate a longer video
extract, thus the website wireframe authoring tool Protoshare® was used to create the
first module.

The Adobe® product Captivate 5® was one solution that met most of these
requirements, given that my programming skills were not at a level to allow building
such a structure from scratch in a limited time. This authoring tool also is affordable and
can be learned relatively easily, an advantage for the case that the module tested here
would be further developed by Swissexology and/or the Sexology certificate trainers.

9.1.1 Methodology

Starting with a prototype, modules are being tested with test users in three iterative
cycles during which the prototypes and the testing tools are further refined and adapted
to the observations made, focusing on efficiency, acceptability and effectiveness of the
module. The tests are conducted with users of the aim public in their working
environment.

Implementation of Design Based Research

Let us recall the nine principles of Design-Based research proposed by Wang & Hannafin
(Wang & Hannafin, 2005):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Support design with research from the outset
Set practical goals for theory development, develop an initial plan
Conduct research in representative real-world settings
Collaborate closely with participants
Implement research methods systematically and purposefully
Analyze data immediately, continuously and retrospectively
Refine designs continually
Document contextual influences with design principles
Validate the generalizability of the design.

Most of these principles were respected in this project. From the beginning, design was
linked with research and testing. The first prototype didn’t have any content but it was
tested to learn about the non linear structure and interaction with the video as well as
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the integration of all the elements. Participants and subject matter experts were
involved in all development aspects of the module. They were representative of the aim
public or were experts in the field. The testing with experts in the field brought different
and interesting comments, for example regarding the focus and choice of the references.
On the other hand, experts with a psychology background appreciated the emphasis on
the medical dimensions of a sexology interview. The different varied backgrounds of the
test users in this research were very enriching.
Testing in real-life settings was very interesting. Each computer was different, and
browsers and screen sizes varied. The tests were conducted at the participant’s
workplaces. Mostly this was not a problem, but one time it was necessary to install the
newer Flash player® version and in a second case installing the player was not possible
and the test failed.

One of the frequent issues of Design-based research also arouse for this project: My
presence sitting next to the test users had an influence on their attitude with the project
and they were more patient if they encountered some difficulties. Were they alone in
front of the computer, it is probable that they would have used the module differently.
Further research with online distance testing and a greater group of test users would be
interesting to analyze these factors.

The testing tools developed with the iterations. Actually, they probably weren’t fully
ripened by the third round. This is also a sign that the research project now stops not
because it has come to a conclusion but because this text had to be written. Several more
rounds and a further cooperation with experts would have been necessary to really
validate the generalizability of this design.

Evaluation issues

Tests used a participatory approach, the user being asked to try out the module and to
think aloud. One difficulty of testing was a contradiction between the open and flexible
structure and a thorough test of the functions of the module. The test users were asked
to try out the module as thoroughly as possible. As it turned out, there still were quite
different ways the test users navigated and used the module.
Nevertheless, some more thought could be given, in the case of a greater number of test
users, to different tasks that could be suggested to the users for the tests (e.g. focus on a
particular topic because of limited time, novice user exploring all and watching the
interview thoroughly, expert user taking just the final test or printing references etc).

The main limitations in this research were the poor quantity of content and single
technological issues regarding the video integration and control. Even though the
working on the content was dispatched among several experts and support was offered
in form of guidelines for creation of activities and multiple choice questions, the experts
still lacked time and, for some, also expertise to give thought to the reflective exercises
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and the multiple choice questions of the final test.

9.1.2 Results

The three development cycles allowed identifying some navigation and layout issues
that could be easily improved, so that users had no problems with the last version. The
SUS score in the third round was high (86,6 from a maximum of 100 points).
Interactivity with the video, even if it had been made more flexible, was still not
completely satisfying because a fine tuned navigation was not possible. The video
control could certainly be improved with the advice of an IT expert.

Most participants appreciated the flexible structure and the non linear navigation of the
prototypes. On the other hand, some participants were not used to this kind of learning
design and asked themselves “what do I have to do next?”. Good information and very
transparent navigation is important when planning a learning design with such a
structure.
Once this is clear, users appreciate the possibility to be in a learning environment rather
than in a linear learning structure.
Nevertheless, it became clear that self-motivation still needs incentives.

Learning experience

Content, references and test questions had to be given by the subject matter experts.
They had to work on these issues in their spare time. Thus, the amount of content in the
last round was not as extensive as first planned but it allowed first conclusions on the
effectiveness of the learning experience.

All users agreed that the approach of watching an interview and having incentives to
reflect and document oneself was an enriching experience. Learners that were less
expert in the medical field or had no experience with sexology (an anesthesiologist and
two psychologists involved with sexology) stated they had learned something regarding
the systematic description of the disorder and the medical part of the sexology
interview.
The pedagogical objective were on multiple levels: There was learning of
communication skills, about the systematic construction of an interview, content
learning on the different topics and in parallel the example showed a patient
complaining of female anorgasmy.
Regarding communication skills, not all test users watched the different perspectives.
One user found that it would only be useful if the main focus was on the communication
skills of a sexology interview. The question of the quality of learning communication
from an interview that was played by actors was addressed. Still, most agreed that this
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learning design would be a good introduction to communication skills in sexology at a
basic level.

Reflection and exercises

Regarding the specialized knowledge, exercise questions with immediate feedback for
right and wrong responses were welcomed. This setup also seemed to be something
familiar to the learners. Reflections that were formulated as open questions with the
possibility to read short references did not motivate the learners to deepen their
knowledge. Learning objectives were missing in the second cycle, prompting some
learners to first go to the final test to define the focus of the reflection page. This was
improved for the last cycle and the better formulated objectives helped the learners
work on the topics.
Another outcome is that it is important to be precise when defining the focus and
content of a reflection page. In this research, we started with an example case (female
anorgasmy) to learn about the sexology interview (structuring the interview,
communication skills). These distinctions between different types of content must be
clear when creating reflective activities.

Relationship between interactivity and scoring

Scoring of the final pre- and post-tests did not give useful information. Not all questions
were validated by an expert. Some users had difficulties with the navigation of the test
(this was a default function of Captive®). Users that were experts in sexology hesitated
and were unsure about the formulation of the questions or maybe felt questioned in case
of failure. This objectivation of learning progress should be given more thought and
more time by the experts to carefully formulate the questions.

Emerging learning processes and outcomes

Difficulties in measuring the learning outcome and the limited amount of content have not
allowed analyzing thoroughly the learning processes that are being triggered by the
module. Nevertheless, first links between the underlying theories, their embodiment in
the module, the resulting processes and outcomes appear.
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The following conjecture map shows the relationship between the learning theories, their
embodiment in the present research and the learning outcomes:

First observations seem to show that the interactivity and non linearity allows learners
to construct their own knowledge according to their needs. It also allows using the
module in very different ways, thus adapting to the learning style and expertise level.
This could be further analyzed by conducting tests with more users.

The closeness to real life situation motivates the learners and allows them to adopt
behavior like in the described situation (e.g. taking patient interview notes). The
observation of behavior has not been in the center of this research but further research
could be done on learning communication skills with such a module.

According to the test users, reflection, activities and final test have helped them acquire
some content. Especially users that have no medical background have become aware
that a systematic exploration, also of somatic factors, is of great significance in sexology.
A module with more comprehensive content could help exploring how learning happens
in such a module and if and how content learning and interactivity are related.
Adding text (captions) to underline a specific topic that is addressed in the video has
been motivating and helped draw attention. Listing these topics on the screen to later
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choose one of them for reflection helps reduce the memorization effort. This could be an
interesting feature for further research in multimedia learning.

9.2 Emerging design Rules

We have tried to find some indications on how to design a module for continuous
education that allows learning about the specificities of the sexology interview. This
module should be non linear and interactive and allow the learner not only to navigate
easily but also to truly work with the video, reflection pages and resources offered.
Several design rules emerged from this research:

Structure and navigation

1. Non linear and interactive structure with a video in two perspectives is a
structure suited for this kind of content and this aim public.

2. The learner must be informed explicitly that the module is non linear and that
there is no “next page”.

3. The navigation has to be flexible and transparent. It should be possible to go to
every page from any page of the module. This can be done with a navigation bar
that appears on each page or a menu with navigation functions that is always
visible.

Reflective activities

4. The integration of the different activities – video, reflection, references and final
test – should be centered on a specific theme and well coordinated.

5. Users need strong and directive motivation to start a reflection on some themes.
Open questions don’t work. Interactive questions (multiple choice, text entry etc)
with feedback work better.
6. Pedagogical objectives and focus of the reflective activity should be clearly stated
for each reflection page so that the learner can concentrate on the topic.

Resources and references

7. References should be as short as possible if the learner is to work with them
during the activity. Consider a summary, table or abstract.
8. References for documentation (printing and read later) are welcomed.
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9. Language of the references should be chosen in regard to the aim public bur also
balanced for their didactic value.

10. The incentive to read a reference to learn something needs to be strong. It should
be made clear that the reference can (should?) be opened on screen for a
reflective activity.

Text (captions) in the video

11. If captions appear in a video, viewer make an effort to memorize them. If they are
listed beside the video panel, it reduces the cognitive load.
12. Captions of 8 seconds appearance time work well.

9.3 Conclusion

This research has addressed multiple aspects of the development of a module with
interactive video and non linear navigation for continuous education in sexology:
pedagogical, technological and related to design.

In this field, where there has been no comparable project to our knowledge, this work
yields first indications on the creation of non linear modules containing interactive
video. It has addressed several questions as well in constructivist pedagogy as in
multimedia learning or communication skills that could the start for further research.

Once complete, the module could be made available for future sexologists and find a
practical application. Knowing that in continuous medical education, watching podcasts
from conferences is common practice, such a module could also be an interesting model
for use with different topics and content.
The complexity and multi-layer structure of this module corresponded well to the
design-based approach and to the complexity of conducting a research in real-life
situation. In my opinion, offering learners a flexible learning environment that allows
them to follow their own structure of thought and of learning and to interact and work
with the offered content at will to some extent reflects the surprises, richness and
diversity of life.
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11 Attachments
11.1 Introduction pages
Introduction pages given to the participants (online and on paper)

Round 0
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Round 1
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Round 2
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11.2 Experience with sexology, Computers and eLearning
Fiche du participant
Nom
Age
Formation
Activité actuelle
Expérience en sexologie clinique
o Expert (sexologue ou équivalent)
o Expérimenté (Sexologie fait partie des activités)
o Peu expérimenté (fait parfois partie des activités)
o Pas d’expérience
Expérience avec l’ordinateur
o Expérimenté (utilise souvent l’ ordinateur, essaie/installe de
nouveaux programmes)
o A l’aise (utilise volontiers l’ordinateur, va chercher des références ou
informations)
o Utilisation standard (editeurs, mail, ppt, google)
o Peu expérimenté
Expérience avec le eLearning
o A déjà suivi un/des cours eLearning
o Jamais essayé
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11.3 Analysis grids
Round 0
Participant 1
Utilisateu
r

N
15.02.201
1
La vidéo
ne charge
pas, N. ne
peut pas
voir
l’extrait et
les
captions

Guidage

Charge de
travail

Contrôle

Navigatio
n
intuitive?
Lisibilité
et
visibilité
de la
navigatio
n

Explications
trop longues?
Difficultés à
comprendre le
fonctionneme
nt de la
maquette?
Textes
superflus?

L’utilisateur
a-t-il
toujours
l’impression
de contrôler
ses actions
et leurs
effets?

- Page
réflexion :
Trouve
facilement
comment
refermer
les
feedbacks.

- Lit la page
intro : « En
fait tout part
de la vidéo ? »
- En fait ici il
s’agit des
particularités
de la consult,
pas du
contenu ?
- Page accueil :
mettre les
objectifs du
cours avant la
description
« example »
Expliquer
mieux le
fonctionneme
nt non linéaire
au début.

Page
« ressources
» : bonne
structuration
des
ressources
Barre de
navigation :
très bien
Ne voit pas
les
« pageflakes »
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Homogénéité
/
Cohérence
La différence
d’utilisation
pour
certaines
pages (lancer
la vidéo)
dérange-telle?
N’a pas
dérangé

Signifiance
des codes/
dénominatio
ns
L’utilisateur at-il été induit
en erreur à un
moment ou à
un autre?

Aide lors
dune
erreur

Page accueil :
- Pas sûre de la
signification
de « première
visite ». Pas
clair car en bas
il est mis « où
voulez-vous
aller ».
- « Comment,
j’accueille le
patient ? »
-Trouve l’intro
après une
petite
recherche
Page intro :
« pourquoi les
termes sont-ils
en gras ? ».
Cela donne
l’impression
que c’est un
lien.
Page
réflexion :
« Pourquoi tjrs
le même
feedback ? »

Ecran
n’apparaît
pas en
pleine
page, donc
problèmes
si on ne
voit pas la
barre de
navigation

L’utilisateu
r a-t-il
toujours
une
possibilité
de revenir
sur le “bon
chemin”?

Participant 2

A
17.02.201
1
Peut voir
la vidéo

Guidage

Charge de
travail

Contrôle

Navigatio
n
intuitive?
Lisibilité
et
visibilité
de la
navigatio
n

Explications
trop longues?
Difficultés à
comprendre le
fonctionneme
nt de la
maquette?
Textes
superflus?

L’utilisateur
a-t-il
toujours
l’impressio
n de
contrôler
ses actions
et leurs
effets?

« Pourquoi
y a-t-il un
scrolling ?
»
Dans la
barre de
navigation,
la couleur
montrant
quelle page
est
sélectionné
e efface le
titre de
cette page.
Plus :
chaque
titre de
page est
visible
encore une
fois sur la
page
Page
« Thème
1»:
Liens
proposés
sont clairs.

Les
« captions »
aiguillent
l’attention.
Les
« captions »
pourraient
être listées à
côté du film au
fur et à
mesure de
leur
apparition.
On pourrait
cliquer dessus
pour revenir
dans le film ?

« Pageflakes
» bon
système.
Page vidéo :
facile à
utiliser.
Page
réflexion :
Présentation
des exercices
sur une seule
page et avec
des cadres
agréable
Page
Ressources :
Bien de
pouvoir aller
à « toutes les
ressources »
et
« ressources
thème 1 »
Bonne
structuration
/
regroupeme
nt des
ressources.
Barre de
navigation
claire et
utile, facile
pour
naviguer.
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Homogénéité
/
Cohérence
La différence
d’utilisation
pour
certaines
pages (lancer
la vidéo)
dérange-telle?
Pas de
difficultés

Signifiance
des codes/
dénominatio
ns
L’utilisateur at-il été induit
en erreur à un
moment ou à
un autre?

Aide lors
dune
erreur

Page «
Thème 1 »:
Confond
« réflexion » et
« Ressources »
dans les liens
directs car
apparence
semblable
Test final :
Mieux
distinguer les
« radio
buttons » des
« checkboxes »
(evtl dans
l’énoncé)

Ecran
n’apparaît
pas en
pleine
page, donc
problèmes
si on ne
voit pas la
barre de
navigation

L’utilisateu
r a-t-il
toujours
une
possibilité
de revenir
sur le “bon
chemin”?

Round 1

Utilisateur(score)
Guidage

Navigation intuitive?
Lisibilité et visibilité de la
navigation

Charge de travail

Explications trop
longues?Difficultés à
comprendre le fonctionnement
de la maquette?Textes
superflus?

Contrôle

L’utilisateur a-t-il toujours
l’impression de contrôler ses
actions et leurs effets?

Homogénéité/
Cohérence

La différence d’utilisation pour
certaines pages (lancer la vidéo)
dérange-t-elle?

NG (6/10)

KD (4/10)

Pas de problème

Mais cherche toujours
des indications sur
« quel est la prochaine
page/étape » ?
Pas de problème

Menu à G bon

Ok

Demande de
controler le film

Ok

Contrôle du quiz peu
flexible :
- Ne trouve pas tout
de suite comment
revenir en arrière
- un fois qu’on a fait
« submit », pas de
chgt possible
Donc dénomination
des boutons peu
claire
Incohérence dans la
navigation des quiz :
retour=bouton carré,
avancer=barre de
commande du projet
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Navigation dans le
quiz pas tout à fait
claire car différence
des boutons de
commande

LC (10/10)

Page de réflexion :
zones cliquables pas
visibles (cherche la
« main ».
Trouve la page intro
mal structurée, dans
quel ordre faut-il lire
les instructions ?
Confusion
page<>points de
réflexion
Réf devraient
s’ouvrir dans une
nouvelle fenêtre
pour éviter qu’on
ferme le cour au lieu
de la fenêtre

Signifiance des
codes/dénominations

L’utilisateur a-t-il été induit en
erreur à un moment ou à un
autre?

Remarque sur le
thème « éval. Du
trouble » en bas de
page non
compréhensible sur
la page d’accueil.

La remarque
« plusieurs réponses
correctes » n’est pas
assez visible

également pourquoi
un thème est
souligné dans la liste

Aide lors d’une erreur

L’utilisateur a-t-il toujours une
possibilité de revenir sur le
“bon chemin”?

Ici le problème est
une confusion entre
information et
navigation -ASC
ok

Commentaires sur la
page de réflexion

Là donc, il n’y a rien
d’autre ?

Objectifs pédagogiques
atteints ?

Commentaires sur le
test final
Formulation des
questions ?
Difficulté adaptée ?

Commentaires sur
l’efficacité
Utilité par rapport aux
objectifs
pédagogiques ? Bonne
manière de travailler ?

essaie tous les liens

N’aime pas lire,
propose de mettre des
résumés en FRANÇAIS
comme référence,
possibilité d’imprimer

S’attendait à plus de
questions >
donnerait des
indications sur les
objectifs
pédagogiques du
thème, ce qui aiderait
lors de la lecture.
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Reconnaît dans la liste
des thèmes la
structure d’un premier
entretien en sexo
Trouve l’approche
avec una angle face au
thérapeute et la liste
des thèmes
intéresssante

Suggère de mettre un
bouton « help » ou
une adresse mail, ce
qui serait
« rassurant ».
Propose de mettre
une instruction sur le
contrôle du son
5 pages de réf, c’est
trop long.
Inciter plus la
personne à lire les
réf
A visiblement
l’habitude de ce
genre de pages

Commentaire Aviva sur Manière d’utiliser
le déroulement du test correspond à son
niveau d’expérience
avec l’ordinateur
(« standard »)

Test sur un petit mac
et Safari

Vidéo « facemed » très
petite donc captions
peu visibles

Souligne que les
questions QCM
permettent de
focaliser la lecture
sur les objectis
pédagogiques

Mise en page face au
med moins bonne
(emplacement des
captions)

Propose de faire
apparaître les captions
un peu avant que le
thème ne soit abordé

Lit les deux
références

Regarde la vidéo
facpat

Test avec IE

Regarde la vidéo
facepat, un petit bout
facemed
Ne lit pas lles réf

Metttre une page
avec toutes les réf

Mettre les captions
plus en évidence et
les laisser plus
longtemps.

Propose de voir les 2
perspectives
simultanément
Ne lit pas les
références

Regarde la vidéo
facepat

Round 2

Utilisateur(score
pre/post)
Guidage

Navigation intuitive?
Lisibilité et visibilité de la
navigation

Charge de travail

Explications trop longues?
Difficultés à comprendre le
fonctionnement de la
maquette?Textes superflus?

Contrôle

L’utilisateur a-t-il toujours
l’impression de contrôler ses
actions et leurs effets?

GV(8/10)

Ne trouve pas
TdSuite comment
lancer le film depuis
la page d’info,
utilise la barre de
navigation CP5
PdProblème
Cherche à revenir
juste quelques sec.
en arrière car a
loupé une phrase ds
la vidéo

JK (6/6)

PdProblème

PdProblème
Souhaiterait un
meilleur contrôle du
film.
Propose un bouton qui
renvoie vers la partie
du film correspondante
depuis la page de
réflexion.
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FBD (10/8)

Homogénéité/
Cohérence

PdProblème

Signifiance des
codes/dénominations

Page inf : « page de
réflexion », TOC :
« tous les thèmes »
Références : n’a pas
réalisé qu’on
pouvait les
consulter « live"

La différence d’utilisation pour
certaines pages (lancer la
vidéo) dérange-t-elle?

L’utilisateur a-t-il été induit en
erreur à un moment ou à un
autre?

Aide lors d’une erreur

L’utilisateur a-t-il toujours une
possibilité de revenir sur le
“bon chemin”?

PdProblème

Réflexin « caracttrouble » : D’abord des
questions à cliquer,
ensuite des questions
sans interactivité
(2epage), pas cohérent.
liens « vides » : pas
tout à fait clair qu’ils ne
marchent pas.
Bouton continuer :
demande si ça veuit
dire ouvrir les réf ?
donc signification pas
claire.
PdProblème

SUS score

(85 mais attention
formulaire erroné)

87,5

Commentaires sur la
page de réflexion

No comment

Commentaires sur le
test final

Hésite et commente
la formulation des
questions.
Mal à l’aise avec le
test (incertitude : et
si échec ?)

Caractéris_trouble :
regarde attentivement
le film.
Clique les réf par
curiosité. Trouve qu’il
faudrait plus de
questions pour
pousser à lire les
références.
Réalise ensuite qu’il y a
un test final.
Facteurs psy : « ce sont
des bonnes
questions » !
ouvre le réf, survole
quelques tableaux
(trop long)
Mal à l’aise avec le test
(incertitude : et si
échec ?)

Objectifs pédagogiques
atteints ?

Formulation des questions ?
Difficulté adaptée ?
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Sort d’une réf en
fermant tout mais
retrouve tdsuite la
page d’info aux
participants avec les
liens et reclique le
lien>retourne au
module sans
problème.
87,5
Caract_trouble :
trouve les FB bons

Mal à l’aise avec le test
(incertitude : et si
échec ?)

Commentaires sur
l’efficacité

Utilité par rapport aux objectifs
pédagogiques ? Bonne manière
de travailler ?

Ds le questionnaire,
dit avoir appris
qqchose.

Changer de perspective
n’est pas forcément un
plus, je m’identifie tjrs
aubthérapeute et en
tant que tel je
m’identifie au patient
dans une certaine
mesure.
chgt de perspective
serait plus intéressant
si l’objectif était
d’apprendre une
attitude
J’ai surtout appris les
aspects médicaux.
Approche tout à fait
adaptée pour la
clinique : mise en
situation
thérapeutique très
importante.
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Contenu a une bonne
structure, bien pour
un débutant en sexo.
Manque certaines
dimensions (facteurs
biologiques).
Bibliographie peu
complète

Commentaire Aviva
sur le déroulement du
test

C’est la suggestion
post test final
« prenez un
moment pour
consulter les ref »
qui l’amène à aller
chercher les
références. Veut
imprimer les
articles pour les lire
+tard. Pense qu’une
info « références en
ligne » serait utile.
N’a pas l’habitude
de surfer ni
d’essayer des liens
donc navigation peu
aventureuse.
Prend des notes en
regardant le film
comme lorsqu’il fait
une
anamnèse.(donc
rate certaines
captions)
a passé un peu tout
droit, j’ai
l’impression qu’il
« cherchait autre
chose »(mais n’ai
pas posé la question
sur le moment)
dans le
questionnaire, il dit
avoir appris
qqchose.

Va d’abord
directement aux
thèmes>réflexions.
trouve les captions très
bien pour recentrer
l’attention

Au début ne regarde
pas les pop-up de la
page
d’introduction.(pas
compris tout de
suite ?)
A plus le regard de
l’enseignant que de
l’utilisateur.

Trouve le film « pas
fascinant », n’aime pas
les consult ficitves.
2 perspectives bien.
Utilisation « claire,
simple, solide »
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11.4 Satisfaction questionnaires
Screenshots of the online satisfaction questionnaire Round 0 and 1
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Results satisfaction questionnaire Round 0

1. Première impression: Ma
première impression en
arrivant sur la maquette a
été:
Vos remarques sur la
première impression

User 1

User 2

mise en page Il est nécessaire
de voir toute la page

scrolling m'a sauté aux yeux
Bien aimé le design
titres dans les cadres invisibles
quand on déroule
Titre + progression bons
pages propres, facile à suivre
Très utiles

Bonne

Bonne

2. Page d'introduction: Les
informations sur la page
d'introduction sont
Vos remarques sur la page
d'introduction
3. Navigation: La navigation
d'une page à l'autre est
Vos remarques sur la
navigation

Très utiles

4. Environnement: Je trouve
le choix des couleurs, la taille
du texte et la présentation
des pages
Vos remarques sur
l'environnement
5. Utilisation: Je trouve
l'utilisation de cette maquette
Vos remarques sur
l'utilisation de la maquette

Agréables

barre de progression
interactives, on sait on est dans
le cours, vérifier sur la
longueur.
Très agréables

les couleurs dans le texte à ne
pas confondre avec des liens
Facile

texte gris trait fin, pourrait
demander un effort de lecture.
Très facile

-

clair, bon rappel de tout ce qu'il
faut faire
Très facile

Très facile

-

-

bien aimé, surtout plusieurs
exercices sur une page, permet
de commencer par celui qui
parle le plus.
Ressources positif de les
grouper car incite à consulter.

Results satisfaction questionnaire Round 1

1. Première impression:
Ma première impression
en arrivant sur la
maquette a été:
Vos remarques sur la
première impression
2. Page d'introduction:
Les informations sur la
page d'introduction sont

User 1
Très bonne

User 2
Très bonne

User 3

-

Accueillant, éveille la
curiosité

Interactif donc
positif.
Assez utiles

Très utiles

Assez utiles
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Très bonne

Vos remarques sur la
page d'introduction

-

Informations claires

3. Navigation: La
navigation d'une page à
l'autre est
Vos remarques sur la
navigation

Facile

Facile

4. Environnement: Je
trouve le choix des
couleurs, la taille du
texte et la présentation
des pages
Vos remarques sur
l'environnement

Très agréables

5. Utilisation: Je trouve
l'utilisation de cette
maquette
Vos remarques sur
l'utilisation de la
maquette
6.Utilité: Pour répondre
aux objectifs
pédagogiques, je trouve
que ce module est
Vos remarques sur
l'utilité pédagogique

-

Utile mais
organisation doit
être plus
structurée (ex: a. b.
c. etc...)
Très facile

Demande parfois de la
réflexion pour savoir
comment continuer.

-

Très agréables

Agréables

-

Son pas assez fort,
image un peu trop
petite.

Facile

Très facile

Uniformiser les
Police donnerait une
image d'ensemble.
Phrases qui
apparaissent sur les
vidéos doivent être
plus
visibles/marquées.
Très facile

lors du questionnaire
final: passage d'une
question à l'autre avec
flèche et petite case pas
clair
Très utile

-

-

Très utile

Moyennement utile

-

montre bien ce que doit
contenir le premier
entretien et comment le
structurer

Dans les objectifs est
spécifié que ce
module est destiné à
visualiser les
spécificités de la
consultation
sexologiques, mais
finalement et
globalement on ne
sait pas si le plus
important à voir c'est
: le relationnel, la
strucutre de la
consultation, les
détails
médicaux/définitions
de troubles, etc. Mon
impression première,
qui était la juste, était
que l'important
c'était d'identifier la
structure et
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7. Approche: Dans le but
d'une sensibilisation aux
particularités de la
consultation en
sexologie, je trouve
l'approche choisie
Vos remarques sur
l'approche

Très adaptée

Très adaptée

-

Montre les thèmes
importants à aborder
dans une évaluation
sexologique
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l'organisation de
l'anamnèse.
Assez adaptée

Cf commentaire en
6.Pour une
sensibilisation je
trouve cette
platteforme très utile
car donne un bon
appercu de la
consultation, du
trouble de la
patiente, de
l'interaction.

Screenshot of summary of responses Round 2
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11.5 Multiple Choice Questions of the knowledge test
In Round 1, five MCQs were used as final test (1 topic with content).

Three questions were added in Round 2 (2 topics with content) and the test was used as
pre- and post-test.
The questions below are marked to make clear in which round they were used.

Used in
Round 1and Round 2
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Used in
Round 1and Round 2

Used in
Round 1and Round 2

Used in
Round 1and Round 2

Used in
Round 1and Round 2
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Used in Round 2

Used in Round 2

Used in Round 2
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